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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expressing expectations in a friendly way to students is another way we show our love!



Today’s  Schedule

3:45-5:45 Session with a 6-minute 
stretch/bathroom break 
about half-way through



Webinar Response Structures

• Text Box

• Polls

• Partner conversations if you are in person 
with a colleague
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Ways to use the webinar handout

• Some info that you won’t 
need to write down

• Some blanks/tools inviting 
your active reflection and 
participation

• The handout is a “structure 
for success”

• Six more handouts on the 
resource page today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give them one minute to look through the handoutYou might have it as a pdfIt is 26 pages long and can be copied 1-2 sided. 



Additional handouts from 
the resource page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A social skills lesson planning tool and a what if chart



Additional handouts from 
the resource page

Provided last 
time too

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A social skills lesson planning tool and a what if chart



Additional 
handout from 
the resource 

page

Teacher’s 
Encyclopedia 

Table of 
Contents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A social skills lesson planning tool and a what if chart



Information based on…
• Authors

– Ginger Rhode, Ph.D.
– William Jenson, Ph.D.
– H. Kenton Reavis, Ed.D.

• Available from 
Northwest Publishing 
(on Safe and Civil 
Schools web site)

• Includes CD with 
reproducible forms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give them one minute to look through the handout



Information based on…
• Practical tools for teachers 

including:

– CD of reproducible forms
– Mystery Motivator forms
– Behavior rating forms
– Home note forms and tools
– Self-monitoring tools
– Behavior Contract tools
– Tracking procedure tools 

(Drag sheets)
– Reinforcement tools

• Spinners
• Chart moves
• Point cards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give them one minute to look through the handout



Other texts being referenced include:



Objectives

1. √ Define Tough Kid behavior and identify 
potential causes 

2. √ Clarify critical concepts for working with 
Tough Kids

3. Understand how to apply the ABCs of 
Behavior to make decisions about how to 
address TK behavior

4. Utilize Precision Requests to increase 
compliance with reasonable requests



Objectives
5. Utilize positive and proactive strategies to increase the 

student’s ability and motivation to behave appropriately
– Antecedent Strategies
– Consequence Strategies

6. Introduce additional practical, evidenced-based strategies 
that can be implemented immediately to mitigate tough kid 
behaviors. Learn how to utilize the following resources: 

– Interventions, Evidence-based Intervention Strategies for 
Individual Students, and,

– The Teacher’s Encyclopedia of Behavior Management.



Teacher’s Encyclopedia Resource



Which “problems” are most 
compelling for you?

• For next time, choose 1-3 “problems” from 
the Table of Contents that could be targeted 
for your tough kid (or another student you are 
concerned about). 





Some Big Ideas:
• Behavior can change!
• Sometimes, the adult behavior 

needs to change in order to 
support the child

• We have research on our side
• Five identifiable broad variables 

that influence behavior



STOIC--Cheap, simple and effective.

S
T How many do
O you recall???
I
C

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STOIC Framework: The story of Randy considering the research on a plane.  Harry Wong, Madeline Hunter, Danielson, Marzano, etc…  These are things that the teacher has control over these.          STOIC- Cheap, simple and effective.Screw around with a few variables and hope you get lucky:



STOIC--Cheap, simple and effective.

Structure the environment for success.
Teach (and re-teach) expectations.
Observe (monitor, supervise).
Interact positively (build relationships and 

provide positive feedback).
Correct fluently (calmly, consistently, 

immediately, respectfully).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
STOIC Framework: The story of Randy considering the research on a plane.  Harry Wong, Madeline Hunter, Danielson, Marzano, etc…  These are things that the teacher has control over these.          STOIC- Cheap, simple and effective.Screw around with a few variables and hope you get lucky:



Tasks you were invited to do this past 
week included:

1. Identify a social skill that your tough kid 
would benefit from having.

2. Develop a lesson to teach the skill.
3. Teach it.
4. Try out one of the data collection tools with 

your Tough Kid
5. Try out one of the Unique Delivery Systems 

for Positive Reinforcement from Tough Kids 
(pages 74-74).  Dots for Motivation is one of 
them.



Poll #1:  Check ALL of the strategies 
that you tried this past week

1. I identified a social skill that my tough kid would 
benefit from having.

2. I develop a lesson to teach the skill.
3. I taught the lesson.
4. I tried out one of the data collection tools with my 

Tough Kid
5. I tried out one of the Unique Delivery Systems for 

Positive Reinforcement from Tough Kids (pages 74-
74; Dots for Motivation is one of them).

6. I was unable to do any of the above.



22 Social 
Skills 

listed in 
the 

Tough 
Kid Book

Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 skills in the appendix



Let’s go the chat box…..

• Please share some of your experiences 
teaching a social skill to either a class or an 
individual student.  How did it go?  
Challenges? Successes? What do you want to 
remain mindful of as you continue teaching 
social skills?



Other TK Resources



Data Collection is an 
Effective Intervention

The “O” in STOIC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have a CHAMPS Book chapter 6 is all about observing and monitoring so there are many data collection tools available there too!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
C in STOIC is fluent corrections…..calmly, immediately, non-emotionally, privately.  The O in stoic is observe and monitor which includes collecting data!





Incidents of 
disrespect!

One teacher’s 
experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WOW! I don't know how to begin to thank you! I was at you region 10 conference last week. This is about a student I have who had become one of the most disrespectful students I have ever worked with. Jacob is a 12 year-old student who has a very troubled homelife and past. He had stolen money off my teacher aide's desk. The next week he wrote very crude writing on the bathroom door. His behavior went down hill from there. Not that he wasn't before, but he became the absolute king of backtalk in that bad behavior time, and it kept on. When you presented the behavior counting card at your session, I knew it had to work. I started last Friday and told him up front what was going on. The behavior chart looked something like this: Friday- 18, Monday- 15, Tuesday- 8, Wednesday-2, Thursday-1.  This worked so well that on Wednesday and Thursday he would even stop himself while back-talking at me and apologize! What a difference a week can make! It was so easy. The first two days were tough but he knows the reason I am doing this is because I care. The report has even improved. He cheated on an assignment and just confessed. All i can say is WOW and THANK YOU! Who would think something so easy and elementary would work so well on this kind of student. I am going to let him know that we will also be working on this behavior after Christmas so he knows up front. Thank you so much again. I will keep you informed about progress.



A few data collection tools 
offered in webinar #3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A couple of tools to collect some meaningful data on misbehavior



An easy 
data 

collection 
tool that 

might 
reveal 

patterns
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From the 
CHAMPS Book, 

Chapter 6 
(Observe and 

Monitor)

Class seating 
chart to collect 
behavior data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collecting data can be a fluent correction….no other consequence has to be done.  When students recognize you are collecting the data it has an impact on their behavior. 



TK Resource

Invited both 
positive and 
misbehaviors 
side by side 

with pictures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using this form provides a balance, raised awareness by the student, allows us to see progress (or not),   Can begin with the teacher and move to self-monitoring. 



www.classdojo.com

37

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dojo can be thought of as a data collection system….feedback for parents, students and the teacher!



A few data collection tools 
offered in webinar #3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A couple of tools that can be used for providing positive feedback to students and even lead to self-monitoring.



Poll #2

The data I collected included (check ALL that 
apply)
• Focused on student misbehavior
• Focused on student appropriate behavior
• Focused on my my behavior (i.e. ROI)
• Included student self-monitoring
• I did not try to collect any data



Let’s go the chat box…..

• Please share some of your experiences 
regarding the collection of data, either 
misbehavior or appropriate behavior or even 
your own behavior (ROI). How did it go?  
Challenges? Successes? What impact, if any, 
did it have on the behavior of your student? 



Let’s go the chat box…..

• What do you want to remain mindful of as you 
think about data collection in the future?



Another practical application you were 
invited to consider included:

• Trying out one of the Unique Delivery Systems 
for Positive Reinforcement from Tough Kids 
(pages 74-74).  



Dots for Motivation



Other Unique Delivery Systems for Positive 
Reinforcement from Tough Kids include:

• Wandering Social Reinforcer, pg 64
• Chart Moves, pg 64
• Magic Pens, pg 64
• Spinners, pg 66
• Mystery Motivator, pg 67
• Grab Bags, pg 69
• Lottery/Raffle Tickets, pg 69
• Yes/No Program, pg 72
• Dots for Motivation, pg 73
• Classroom Auctions, pg 74



From Webinar #3: 
Participants’ Intentions….



Poll #3: Which of the Unique Delivery Systems for Positive 

Reinforcement from Tough Kids did you try? : 
• Wandering Social Reinforcer, pg 64
• Chart Moves, pg 64
• Magic Pens, pg 64
• Spinners, pg 66
• Mystery Motivator, pg 67
• Grab Bags, pg 69
• Lottery/Raffle Tickets, pg 69
• Yes/No Program, pg 72
• Dots for Motivation, pg 73
• Classroom Auctions, pg 74
• I implemented one that is not listed above
• I did not implement any of the above



Let’s go the chat box…..

• Please list the delivery system you tried and 
something about the experience.

• Example: Dots for motivation: My student 
responded well in that she seemed motivated to 
get the dots and her behavior improved. When it 
came time to use them to take away work she did 
not use all of the dots she received. She planned 
to save them and I think she liked having them.



The Big Five Causes of 
Misbehavior for Tough Kids

1. Peer influence (attention)
2. Non-supervision (impulsive)
3. Inappropriately made commands by 

adults
4. Incapable of meeting the academic or 

social demands of the setting (escape)
5. Instrumental (wants something)

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top of page 7 fill in the blanksDetermining which of these causes are contributing to your TKs behavior is an important step in providing meaningful intervention



The ABCs of Behavior

Always start by defining the problem behavior

Antecedent

When __________ 
happens

Behavior

The student does 
(what) ____

Consequence

Because (why)        
__________

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Credit Loman (Tricia checking with him)



Address the Kingpin: Noncompliance

• Utilize an antecedent strategy to increase the 
likelihood of compliance

• This Precision Request strategy addresses a 
common factor in TK noncompliance: 
inappropriately made commands by adults

Antecedent

When __________ 
happens

Behavior

The student does 
(what) ____

Consequence

Because (why) 
__________

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because noncompliance is the kingpin behavior of TKs and often the most troubling for those who work with TKs, we are going to start with an antecedent strategy that will increase the likelihood a student complies with adult requests



Pacific Northwest Publishing 
www.pacificnwpublish.com/ 51

TKs Have Learned to Use Coercive Pain Control
Page 8 in Handout

60% of requests are 
withdrawn!

• Request is withdrawn 
and pain stops

• TK is randomly 
rewarded for 
noncompliance

• Reinforces micro-bursts 
of aggressive behavior

Review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 8 in Hand out    Tough Kid Book:  Much better to use “precision requests” as an antecedent controlAvg. kid: 80% compliant          Avg. Tough Kid: 40% compliantAntecedent control increases by 27% so we can get it up to 67% compliance



Deficits Related to Pain Control
Bottom of page 8

• Use coercion with teachers and develop a 
academic deficit

• Use coercion with peers and develop a social 
skills deficit

• Use coercion to get demands immediately met 
and develop deficits in self-management and 
delayed gratification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“An insidious by-product of coercive behavior is that the student typically does not learn or develop like other students in the classroom. When the student uses the pain control behaviors of arguing, aggression, excuse making, and tantrum throwing to avoid compliance, basic skills development in other areas is arrested.” (pg. 8)Activity: Have them discuss other deficits related to pain control and what they have witnessed in their own classroom (e.g., Johnny is used to throwing a tantrum to get his way at home so when I ask him to do something he doesn’t want to do in school…”



The ABCs of Behavior

Antecedent

When __________ 
happens

Behavior

The student does 
(what) ____

Consequence

Because (why) 
__________

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will start with some antecedent strategies for how to deliver requests in ways that are the most likely to result in positive responses from the student and compliance.



Antecedent Control
• State the student’s name
• Do not use a question
• Get up close
• Use a quiet voice
• Look ‘em in the eyes                     

(be culturally sensitive)
• Give them time
• Ask only twice (avoid nagging)
• Avoid multiple requests
• Describe the request
• Be unemotional
• Make start not stop requests

Page 10

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top of page 9 in handoutIf time allows consider using CHAMPS (either Mickey or 2010 middle school non examples of what not to do vs. what to do when delivering)Be aware of looking in eyes for some students is a trigger—consider culture as wellTypical kid is 80% compliant. TK is 40%. This sequence give a 27% boost in compliance (Shriver)See pages 85–87 for content



Antecedent Control
• Verbally reinforce 

compliance

85% of the time, adults 
forget to reinforce 
compliance of Tough Kids

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2-day consider using CHAMPS (either Mickey or 2010 middle school non examples of what not to do vs. what to do when delivering)85% of time forget to reinforce compliance of TK



Tough Kid Strategies

Objectives:
4. Utilize Precision Requests to 

increase compliance with 
reasonable adult requests.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to antecedent control with requests, there is a strategy called Precision Requests that can be used to increase the likelihood the student will comply. By using a pre-taught compliance strategy, it helps the student understand that the adult will not be giving into the coercion cycle (reminder about content of slide 32), and that logical rewards and punishments will follow the student’s compliant or non-compliant behavior.Typical kid is 80% compliant. TK is 40%. This sequence give a 27% boost in compliance (Shriver)See pages 85–87 for contentHowever, it is important to note that this strategy is only to be used when the student is in a relatively calm state—if the student is already accelerating or exhibiting peak behavior—precision requests would not be appropriate and other strategies should be used to first calm the student down. Briefly describe each stage of the acting out cycle before teaching Precision Requests.



“Precision Requests”

Continue with the 
flow of instruction

Page 10 in handout

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PAGE 89 in Tough KID Explain the precision request and its consequences to the whole class before the procedure begins.Make a quiet “Please” request (such as “Please get your materials out and start working.”) to the student in a non-question format, up close and with eye contact.Wait three to five seconds after making the request, and do not interact with the student during this time.If the student starts to comply, verbally reinforce the student.If the student does not comply within three to five seconds, a second request is given with the signal word “need” (such as, “Now I need you to get your materials out and start working.”).If the students starts to comply, verbally reinforce the student.If the student still does not comply within 3 to 5 seconds, implement time owed (“I will keep track of how many minutes it takes until you…”).  For elementary students, this time can be paid back by sitting and doing nothing during recess or after school.  For middle/junior high school students, this time can be paid back during lunch or in after-school detention.Enough time to comply (3–5) if you give longer, you will interrupt your own command by repeating or giving a machine-gun command. 85% of the time we forget the kid after the first request and move on.



Signal Words/Phrase

• “You need to”
• “This is a direction”
• “This is an instruction”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that “You Need to” language can be replaced with a different preplanned signal phrase—communicated to the student. If “You” or “I need” requests will be a trigger, consider “This is a direction …” 







Page 11 in 
your 

handout

Complete 
the script

Role play it 
(out loud)



What if the Student Doesn’t Comply?

Antecedent

When __________ 
happens

Behavior

The student does 
(what) ____

Consequence

Because (why) 
__________

• Do not withdraw the command
• Do not deliver an emotional or 

harsh consequence
• Deliver a mild reductive 

consequence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if you give the precision request, using the signal words/phrase, and the student still doesn’t comply (after step 3)? Often, people will either withdraw the request, which is the consequence that reinforces noncompliance, or they give a heavy-handed consequence that may escalate the student’s behavior, may be reinforcing (e.g., getting sent to the office and escaping the task or activity), or is difficult to implement consistently because it is too large.



Delivering Mild Reductive 
Consequences

• Why deliver mild consequences?
– Power of consistency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore we need to deliver mild reductive consequences—which should be preplanned. Tendency is to give “harsh” consequences, but the harsher the consequence, the less consistent the teacher will be.  Lot’s of warnings…. “Don’t make me have to…”  “I really don’t want to….”May want to discuss the reinforcing aspects of our harshest consequences in school—the out-of-class consequences and how for TKs they aren’t usually punitiveIf we don’t preplan consequences for following rules or not following rules, we tend to give emotional consequences and the ULTIMATE consequences that are too severe for the behavior:“You are out of my room for good—nobody does that in my classroom!”“I absolutely will not have him back in my classroom.” (Open ended time limit)“You have lost your recess privileges (or other privilege) for being irresponsible.  I will tell you when I think you are ready to get them back.” (an open ended time limit)“Get down to the principal’s office.  You’ll have to stay there until I say you can come back.”  “You are expelled, and you can’t come back until your parent comes in and guarantees you will behave.” (unreasonable expectations-too harsh and unrealistic)“Give me all your books and materials.  If you play with things, then you can’t have anything.  Just sit until you can behave.”  (open ended time limit).





Delivering Mild Reductive 
Consequences

• Why deliver mild consequences?
– Power of consistency

• Why preplan possible mild consequences?
– Avoid emotion-driven decisions and delivery
– Avoid the “ultimate consequence”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore we need to deliver mild reductive consequences—which should be preplanned. Tendency is to give “harsh” consequences, but the harsher the consequence, the less consistent the teacher will be.  Lot’s of warnings…. “Don’t make me have to…”  “I really don’t want to….”May want to discuss the reinforcing aspects of our harshest consequences in school—the out-of-class consequences and how for TKs they aren’t usually punitiveIf we don’t preplan consequences for following rules or not following rules, we tend to give emotional consequences and the ULTIMATE consequences that are too severe for the behavior:“You are out of my room for good—nobody does that in my classroom!”“I absolutely will not have him back in my classroom.” (Open ended time limit)“You have lost your recess privileges (or other privilege) for being irresponsible.  I will tell you when I think you are ready to get them back.” (an open ended time limit)“Get down to the principal’s office.  You’ll have to stay there until I say you can come back.”  “You are expelled, and you can’t come back until your parent comes in and guarantees you will behave.” (unreasonable expectations-too harsh and unrealistic)“Give me all your books and materials.  If you play with things, then you can’t have anything.  Just sit until you can behave.”  (open ended time limit).



Rules Chart

Reductive Consequences:

1. Mild

2. Inconvenient to the 
Student

3. Hierarchy

See examples on pg. 92

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 12 in handoutMust better and safer approach is the What If? ChartReductive Consequences on Right Side; Positive consequences on the left side—we will discuss the positive consequences side in a moment.The reductive consequences move from mild to more severe. Should be inconvenient for student and not take a lot of time or give the student a lot of attention.Consequences are used only if:A student breaks pre-established classroom rulesA student does not comply with Precision RequestsMay want to talk about Time with Frank and Barry—pg. 93Examples of mild consequences—if group does not have book: Page 92 has examplesVerbal warningName in consequence book5 minutes off recessNot eligible for week’s lotteryLose rewarding activity (e.g., computer time, art activity)Not allowed to use school vending machines or store for the day



Chat Box Activity

• List some mild reductive
consequences you use (or 
could use) intended to 
discourage the behavior



Reductive Consequences 
• Examples on page 92 (Box 3-3)

– Verbal warning
– Name in the consequence book
– Student remains in their seat 3 minutes after class 

is dismissed
– Loss of 10 minutes of recess or free time
– Loss of rewarding activity (e.g. computer time, art 

activity)
– Required to eat lunch n the classroom
– Etc. (four more listed on this page)



Rules Chart

Positive Consequences: 

1.Can’t take a lot of 
time

2. Can’t cost too much

3. Has to be fun for 
everyone (if used with 
a class)

See examples on pg. 95 
in the Tough Kid Book

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain mystery motivator and blank box. Blank box is if you are using “what if” with all student or a group of students. Each day, select a mystery number that will go in the box (either write it and seal in an envelope or use invisible ink pen). If students keep rule breaking below this number for the day, they are the winning students who get to vote on which positive consequence (or mystery motivator) the group will receive—students who had rule violations above that number do not receive the selected positive consequence. If there are chronic rule breakers, use the “Rules Grab Bag” strategy as described on pg. 96.Examples of positive consequences—if group does not have book:Good jobLottery ticketSuperstar listClassroom helperSpecial timeSeat scrambleEligible for Home NoteSpinner surprise



Chat Box Activity

• List some positive
consequences you use (or 
could use) intended to reward 
the behavior



Positive Consequences 
• Examples on page 95 (Box 3-5)

– Superstar list
– Home note
– Bonus book
– Superstar book
– Special time
– Take the teacher’s desk
– Surprise snack
– Etc. (nine more listed in this box)



Many variations 
on the Mystery 

Motivator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kids tend to be more motivated when they “don’t know what the reward is”Can be used with individuals with intermittent reinforcement (invisible markers)Can be used with whole classSome cautions listed in the book for predictable issues that can arise



Case Study Student
• Add a few things to your “What If? Chart” for 

your student
• Practice with Precision Requests

– Student: exhibit noncompliance through one full 
precision request sequence

– Teacher: plan to deliver mild reductive 
consequence, then begin sequence at “You need 
to”

– Student: comply with request sometime during 
second sequence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note based on time: one practice as described above. If additional time, partners could do unscripted practice with student deciding when to comply and when to not.





Page 11 in 
your 

handout

Complete 
the script

Role play it 
(out loud)



Another task to consider 
in the coming week:

Complete a “What if?” Chart (pg 12) for 
your student.











GoNoodle.com

https://www.gonoodle.com/channels


From the TK Tool Box



From the 
TK Tool 

Box



From the 
TK Tool 

Box



From the 
TK Tool 

Box



Anything Can Be an Incentive
Zucchini and Wally’s Donuts 
stories on pages 51 and 53 

in the TK Book

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can use Zucchini and Wally’s Donuts stories on pgs 51 and 53 or your own



Assessing or Finding Incentives

Golden Rule: Can’t take too much time, Can’t 
cost too much money, Can’t be too 

complicated
• Ask them
• Keep track of what they ask for
• Watch what they like to do
• Think like a “kid” not like an adult
• Let them sample things (preference sampling)



Assessing What Is Reinforcing

Pacific Northwest Publishing 
www.pacificnwpublish.com/ 88

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If there is time, brainstorm in groups and add additional items. They can also look at ideas on pages 52, 55, and 56. **Predict ones you think your case study student might select—give the student the checklist upon return to school and compare. Optional—can show slides from Bill’s presentation of types of novel reinforcers (airzooka, Nano hex bugs, etc.) slide 144



How to Deliver Positive Feedback
IFEED-AV

• I = Immediately
• F = Frequently
• E = Eye Contact
• E = Enthusiasm
• D = Describe the Behavior
• A = Anticipation
• V(2) = Variety and Variability (not fixed)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See page 61Frequently but intermittengly



A few additional thoughts about 
Precision Requests

(Page 14 in handout)

• How many times you do the sequence 
depends on the misbehavior
– Non-dangerous or not highly disruptive, may 

continue numerous times
– Provide a slightly larger consequence each time
– Use the “What if chart” to guide delivery of mild 

consequences

90

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If students are accelerating and exhibiting peak behaviors, you need a crisis plan



Serious Behavior Clause
(Page 14 in handout)

• For crisis or out-of-control behaviors, have a 
crisis plan (serious behavior clause)

• Follow school and district protocols
• Discuss potential plans with administrator, 

district behavior specialist, and/or school-level 
behavior team

See examples on page 94

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Serious behaviors are things like illegal activities including assault, weapons, drugs, etc…Possible responses could include: Room clears, escort to the office, suspension, 



A task to consider in the coming week:

1. Role play a precision request with a 
colleague (using the script on page 11). 

2. Try out a precision request with your 
student.



“Sure I Will”
(Page 14 in handout, page 115 in the TK Book)

• Teach a pro-social behavior that interferes 
with noncompliance

• Use with Precision Requests
• Teach the child to responds verbally with 

“Sure I Will” before the “need” statement of a 
precision command

• Randomly reward the child for saying “Sure I 
Will” and starting the requested behavior

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 13  in HandoutNote: Can also be used as a group contingency (teams compete with different compliance phrases)



“Sure I Will”

• Modify to use with “teams” in your classroom
– Tap into peer influence in a positive way
– Make it fun!
– Have different teams….

• Sure I will!
• Okey-Dokey!
• Please, allow us!
• Whatever you say!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 13  in HandoutNote: Can also be used as a group contingency (teams compete with different compliance phrases)



Tough Kid Strategies

Objectives:
5. Utilize positive and proactive 

strategies to increase the student’s 
ability and motivation to behave 
appropriately.

Antecedent

When __________ 
happens

Behavior

The student does 
(what) ____

Consequence

Because (why) 
__________

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain that the next section of the presentation—antecedent strategies set the stage for positive behavior. They are more likely to help keep the student (or get the student) into a state of calm by setting clear expectations, altering the setting to set the student up for success, etc.



Antecedent Strategies—Rules

List your current or planned classroom rules on 
the bottom of page 13



Myths About Rules
(Page 15 in handout)

– Students (especially older) should know 
how to behave

– Teaching rules once is enough
– Students should help set the rules (“Buy 

In”)
– Rules should reflect higher order values 

(explicit expectations and behaviors)
– The more rules the better



98

Non-
Example: 
Rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some people feel that students should help develop rules but some disadvantages to this are: 1) you won’t have rules in place on the first day of school; 2) if you teach more than one class, it may be difficult for you to keep up with multiple sets of rules; 3) you may not agree with the rules the students come up with (believe it or not, students have a tendency to be overly punitive; 4) some students may not feel they have to follow rules generated by other students; the authority of a teacher may be needed.



Rules About Rules
(Page 15 in handout)

- The teacher sets the rules before school starts. For 
buy in, students give input on what they earn for 
following the rules

- Rule should not reflect ambiguous values. They 
should reflect the teacher’s behavioral expectations

- Rules should be explicitly descriptive
– “Flash Test”
– Observable and measurable

- Rules should apply to all students in the class

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flash test described on pg. 31: “Problematic rules on the inappropriate rules list include several that are frequently used in classrooms and schools. These include the words respect, responsible, and safe. When it comes to rules that contain these words, TKs in particular tend to fail the flash test. What we mean by the flash test is that a teacher should be able to ask any student in the class the definition of a specific rule. If the student cannot tell the teacher in a flash—without hesitation—what the rule means, the rule is probably unclear. If the rule is unclear, compliance with the teacher’s expectations will be minimized.



Rules About Rules
– Rules should be stated in a positive way

• Avoid: Do not move from seat without 
permission

• Instead: Remain in your seat until given 
permission

– You only need five to six rules in a 
classroom

– Publicly post your classroom rules and refer 
to them often
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Rules
(non-examples)



Recommendations for Rules

Consider the following categories:
• Compliance –e.g.,  “Follow directions”
• Task completion – e.g., “Work during all work times”
• Interaction– e.g. “Keep hands, feet, objects to self”
• On-time – e.g., “Be on time with needed materials”
• Language – e.g., “Use school-appropriate words”

Rules should address the misbehaviors that occur with 
some frequency in your classroom/behavioral excesses of 
TKs
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From the 
Resource 

Page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Observable, measurable, positive remonders on the bottom of the page!



Also from 
the 

Resource 
Page



Using Self-Management to Teach
Rule-Following Behavior

Steps for Teaching Rules to Chronic            
Rule Breakers

1. If they break 3 or more rules in one day. 
Move them to the front of the room near 
you. The student will not get to 
participate with the other students

2. Have the student monitor the two most 
broken rules (i.e., out of seat, talk-outs) 
for two half days

3. The student circles how well he/she met 
these two rules 

4. If you agree, put a line through their 
circle. If you don’t agree, put an X on 
the circle and give them feedback

5. When the student has had at least two 
good half days and you agree, let them 
go back to their original seat and 
participate with the rest of the students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Good half day = 4 cummulative ¾’s or higherReminder about when precision requests is appropriate—when child is not accelerated or Peak and is breaking one of your rules, this is a good time to use precision requests—the request is stating the rule that they should be following



Tasks to consider for this week include:

• Complete a “What If? Chart” for your student
• Try a precision request
• Revisit your rules in the context of antecedent 

strategies
• Try out the monitoring classroom rules tool
• Try out a “Mystery Motivator”



Next Webinar #5: 
Tues, March 27  from 3:45-5:45 pm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kids in Atmaul



Thank you for your participation!
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Next Webinar #5 on 
Tuesday, March 27, 2018

from 3:45-5:45 pm



Thank you for your participation!!! 
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Contact Information:       
Karl Schleich
karlschleich@mac.com
907-355-4930

mailto:karlschleich@mac.com


Documentary to Watch For:
https://vimeo.com/110821029

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directed by Robert Redford’s son.  The film was shown in Anchorage in October sponsored by the Alaska Children’s Trust.  You can see the 3 minute trailer by going to PaperTigers.org.  Film has been nominated for some independent awards but will not likely make it to the theaters. https://vimeo.com/110821029Took place in Walla Walla, WA.  Lincoln Alternative High School.  The school typically takes students who have failed in other schools.  The school was a very chaotic place, lots of fights, not a pretty place.New principal was introduced to ACEs study (Adverse Childhood Experiences) and was compelled to train staff in ACES.  The film depicts what one school did to have a response to Tough Kids, some characterized by trauma.  The school is recognized for it’s increases in student achievement and graduation rates, reductions in suspensions, increases in acceptance to colleges. I am always a bit cautious when seeing material like this to ask the question: is it consistent with my understanding of the research.  I think it is very consistent:  Themes presented in the film include:Reduce punishment and add supports; unconditional love; remaining calm, even when students are over the top responding.  Instead of asking what’s wrong with you? Or why are you behaving like that?  Asking what happened to this student?



End Webinar # 4 here
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